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' Executive Summary

What is a Response System?
Response systems (clickers) are used to conduct student participation in the classroom, often to credit
attendance and measure understanding. 

What is the issue?
Our current response system provider, Qwizdom, has introduced new hardware and software.

· A transition from our current system is inevitable even if we stay with Qwizdom.  It is an optimum
time to assess our system needs and our response system future.  

· Qwizdom is technically unreliable and functionally limited.  We do not see significant
improvement in the new Qwizdom Q6 system.  We do see significant improvement with other
response systems. 

Why does it matter?
85 instructors and extension agents use Qwizdom.  Approximately 12,000 OSU students own Qwizdom Q4
clickers.  This inevitable transition will have wide impact. 

What was the process?
We gathered research from many sources and recruited expert analysis from the College of Engineering,
Disability Access Services, The Registrar, Physics Department, Media Services Classroom Technologies,
technical support personnel at peer institutions, and the vendors’ technical staff, and advised with the
Computing Resources Committee of the Faculty Senate.  We conducted pilots using three competing
products in four Physics sections.  We surveyed students in the pilot courses.  We conducted a survey of
clicker using instructors.  We conducted one-one interviews and product demonstrations with instructors
and department course coordinators.  The needs of instructors and students are our primary guide.

What are the findings?
All of the methods that we used to gather preferences and evidence resulted in a consensus that Turning
NXT is the preferred product in terms of supportability, flexibility, accessibility, interoperability, feature
set, and product design.

What are the recommendations?
I make the following recommendations for immediate action:

· Negotiate a with Turning to provide the NXT response system to OSU starting Fall 2011.

· Implement the Turning LMS integration for use in Fall 2011.

· Stop buying Qwizdom Q4 and phase out Q4 in 2011-2012.

· Focus a high level of individualized support for instructors and students in using  Turning NXT

· Seek means to mitigate the costs of buying remotes for students who now own Q4. 

· Continue this process by conducting assessments of the transition and of response system needs
periodically.
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' Background

A response system, commonly known as clickers, is used to electronically collect audience
responses in real-time and display the results as graphs.  The response data can be used to check
student comprehension dynamically and to credit class attendance and participation. A response
system consists of student remotes which are similar to TV remotes, software which is used to
create and present questions then collect and report results, and a receiver which coordinates the
signals between the software and the student remotes.  Improvements to a response system

include LMS integration (e.g. Blackboard),
question creation tool integration (e.g.
Respondus), and specialized remotes and
applications for instructors, unique student
needs (e.g. accessibility), and mobile
devices (e.g. smart phones).  

Some departments such as Physics have
been using and locally managing response
systems for several years. 

In Winter and Spring 2006 I conducted a
survey among 1772 students from courses
using clickers.  We found that 11 different
response systems were in use on campus.
One third of them had purchased more than
1 type of clicker; some more than 5
different clickers.  This proliferation was
the result of publishers bundling the
clickers with textbooks. A consistently

voiced issue by students is the need for a unified approach to remote system use.  We mostly
have that unity now and believe we may incentives faculty to work with the unified system by
effective management and support. 

In 2006 Media Services adopted Qwizdom as the centrally supported response system.  TAC and
Classroom Technologies provided training and classroom support.  As a result, all twenty-two
clicker using instructors at OSU joined the centrally-supported use of Qwizdom. In 2011 our
Qwizdom using faculty has grown to eighty-five instructors in approximately thirty sections per
term. That amounts to about five thousand students.  The OSU bookstore reports that over twelve
thousand Qwizdom student remotes have been sold on campus.  The Biology Department began
supporting the i<clicker for several instructors in Fall 2009.  
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Clickers are a demonstrated
success at OSU.  Surveys of
students clearly communicate that
two-thirds of undergraduates
agree that clicker use in class
improves their learning
experience.  Faculty testimonies
and surveys show that
instructors value the impact of
these tools on lecture and seek
more sophisticated ways to use
them.  Several extension stations
use Qwizdom and are supported
by TAC.  TAC provides
workshops on the pedagogy of
clicker technique, including
Critical Thinking and Problem-

Based learning strategies.

In the six years that Media Services
has supported clickers we have
used the same student remote, the
Q4.  Qwizdom has released a new
student remote, the Q6.  This is a
significant change with new
software and new hardware design.
I do not believe that the old Q4
clickers will not overlap well with
the new system.  This means that
we must implement a transition
strategy.  Since we face inevitable
change, it is the opportune moment
to assess our response system uses
and produce a response system
strategy for the next seven years at
OSU. 

I am certain that clicker use will continue to grow at OSU.  With steeply increasing enrollments
and new faculty, we have a critical opportunity to positively influence student experience and
instructional options.
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' Process

In order to guide the process of this necessary transition, TAC has coordinated a one year  assessment of
OSU response system needs and user attitudes.  We have gathered data from many sources and recruited
expert analysis from Engineering, Disability Access Services, Physics Department, Media Services
Classroom Technology, Computing Resources Committee (CRC), technical support personnel at peer
institutions, the vendors, as well as clicker using instructors and students. 

This process is informed by the IT Impact Assessment process for campus-wide products and services
drafted by the Computing Resources Committee (CRC) in 2002 (appendix 1).  That document calls for a
standardized process of notifications, feedback, and reporting.  To my knowledge the University has not
instituted such as standardized process which calls for stages which create openings for campus
participation in major technology decisions.  Without that standardization and campus consensus as to
process, any attempt to implement this plan campus-wide will be ad hoc.  Thus I chose to carry out a
modified version of the process focused on the population of all response system using instructors (92)
and of students in the pilot courses (589).  Here is how the parts of the process have been implemented
since we began the process in Spring 2010.

Notification of Product/Procedure Review: Response system instructors were notified in Summer 2010
that Qwizdom had introduced the Q6 and that we would be conducting a transition assessment.  Several
interviews and product demonstrations were conducted at that time.

Preliminary Report: A product comparison Matrix was produced in Fall 2010 and made available to
clicker using instructors via the TAC website. Throughout the year this Matrix has been updated by our
research and by technical staff of the product companies.  The product matrix and related documents was
presented to the Computing Resources Committee (CRC) of the Faculty Senate in Winter 2011.

Comments and Feedback: An instructor survey, sent to 92 response system users, was conducted in the
last three weeks of the Spring 2011 term.  28 respondents replied.  A student survey was conducted in
four Physics courses acting as pilots for i<clicker, Turning NXT, and Qwizdom Q4 as control.  589
students participated.

Final report and submission of Recommendations: This is the final report with recommendations.  It
will be shared with all clicker using instructors and with key administrators; IS Directors, Deans, Vice
Provosts, Provost, President, Faculty Senate, and made available to the entire OSU community with an
announcement.

Our findings are that most students find clickers valuable to their learning experience; most clicker using
instructors find the tools valuable to their teaching; most of the instructors interviewed and surveyed
either prefer Turning or are comfortable leaving the decision to TAC; from all of our processes of
investigation including participation by several relevant campus units the consensus in favor of Turning. 
We recommend adopting the Turning NXT as our supported response system.
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' Criteria

Supportability: The system must be reliable and capable of immediate support solutions.  The
company must supply updates well in advance of a term so that we may test against local

conditions.  If an issue arises that OSU
support cannot solve (i.e. an instructor gets
an anomalous result), the vendor must
provide technical support effective in
resolving the issue within a week.  If an issue
cluster (i.e. multiple failures) does arise
which OSU support cannot solve, the vendor

must put technicians on campus within two days of our request to address the issue.  Both
i<clicker and Turning accept these conditions. Qwizdom does not have the capacity to provide
the same.  Our research, including phone calls to other university support groups, assures us that
both i<clicker and Turning maintain excellent support models and produce reliable products.

Higher Education Presence: We need a
response system that has significant presence
in higher education.  This is so that we will
have access to a community of support and
development people with whom we may
share and grow. Connectedness to higher education leads the vendor to develop towards higher
ed needs.  Turning and i<clicker are the two main vendors in higher education, more than one
thousand client institutions each.  Qwizdom has but one university with central support for the
product, Oregon State University.  

Flexibility: The response system that we centrally support should provide the widest range of

functionality and options without sacrificing reliability and usability, in order to support the diversity of

teaching/learning models at OSU. 

Cost (base price): Cost to students is frequently mentioned by both students and faculty.  Currently a

new Qwizdom Q4 costs the student $46.80 after OSU Bookstore markup.  The Q6 price is increasing by

about $10.  Moving to Turning NXT or i<clicker2 will reduce costs to students significantly.  Although,

additional costs will be borne by students who own a Q4 and must buy a new model, unless OSU

provides transition assistance to students.  I<clicker and Turning offer buy-back programs to reduce the

cost of a new student remote by 25% when the old clicker is traded in.

i<clicker2 Turning NXT Qwizdom Q4 Qwizdom Q6

$32.99 $40 $38 $48

“I thought they were very useful to
have once we figured out how to use
them.” OSU Student

TAC’s aim is to continuously reduce the
learning curve and raise the educational
value of instructional technologies.
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OSU Compatibility: A response system supported at OSU must be interoperable with key relevant

systems, and comply with the legal and policy requirements at OSU, Including:

•  508 compliant (accessibility)

• FERPA compliant (finding by the Registrar)

LMS integration is all the more important because of FERPA. Without an LMS integration we
have hundreds of individual files with student names, IDs, and responses existing on scores flash
drives and computers.  LMS integration will centralize  much of that data to Blackboard resulting
in improved security.

•  Dual platform PC and MAC

•  LMS integration: Blackboard integration and beyond Blackboard (i.e. Sakai and Moodle);
supports CAS authentication.

•  Relevant tool interoperability: Respondus test building program, spreadsheets, classroom
computers.

Turning and i<clicker both fit the compatibility requirements for OSU, though in different degrees as
shown in the results section.

“The importance and meaning of the
questions influences whether or not the
clickers are worth using.” OSU Student

Turning NXT

“I want to use a clicker as formative
assessment tool to guide my lecture
content.  I believe the value of the clicker
is giving us (instructor) the instant
feedback to modify our instruction based
on students' understanding on the topic.
Then, we may be able to maximize the
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' Results

Research: TAC and Classroom Technologies support technicians tested the three systems in classrooms
and on the bench.  They also researched the systems via online information, technical manuals, and
interview with vendor representatives and engineers.  Additionally they interviewed technical support
personnel at University of Arizona about Turning and University of Oregon about i<clicker.

Both Turning and i<clicker perform well and are locally supportable. Both are well supported by their
companies.  

i<clicker’s alphanumeric capability is operated by scrolling through an onscreen menu to select letters;
there are no alphanumeric buttons.  The T9 layout (alphanumeric buttons) of Turning is superior for
questions that require alphanumeric answers. 

Instructor Interviews and Demonstrations: We sought one-one interviews with clicker-using instructors,
particularly those who use clickers every term and/or in very large sections. I also sought consultation

with Department chairs and coordinators of
potentially impacted departments (e.g. HHS,
COB, Physics and Biology).  TAC offered and
conducted hands-on demonstrations of Qwizdom
Q6, i<clicker2, and Turning NXT for several
instructors and multi-section course coordinators. 
The offer of a hands-on demonstration or loan

was made and is open to all clicker using
instructors.  Taken together these interviewees
constitute instructional decision making for a
majority of students who use clickers each term.
From these interviews and demonstrations we
received a consensus in favor of Turning NXT or
in support of whatever determination is made by
TAC.

Engineering: With the WISE Learning Tool group of OSU College of Engineering we negotiated access
to the Application Program Interface (API) of Turning NXT and i<clicker2.  WISE is investigating
options for integrating commercial response systems with their concept-based instruction pedagogy.  This
provides an instance of highly sophisticated teaching with clickers at OSU as well as locally developed
modifications to commercial remote systems.  Having taken the two systems apart, modified them at the
code level, and put them back together, WISE gives us a unique opportunity to evaluate these tools. 
Comments from the group indicate a preference for Turning from the design, code, and functionality
perspectives.

“I think the students will respond better to
a key configuration they are familiar with,
i.e. that of the Turning Technologies.” 
OSU Instructor

“I believe I would like to migrate toward
the Turning Point clicker, particularly due
to (1) its seamless integration with
Blackboard and (2) its "anywhere" use
options. Although i<clicker also had these
functions, I found its usability to be more
constrained.” OSU Instructor
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· “Turning comes with API and sample program for java and .net and iclicker just has them for

.net.

· The Turning API works great right out of the box with no need for tech support, that would cost

money if we do need it.

· The iclicker polling function locks up intermittently - we've contacted their free tech support but

haven't been able to resolve the issue.

· Generally Turning allows more response choices than iclicker and the Turning nxt also allows

the nice note to leader function.

· I like how the Turning clickers turn on and send responses once a button is pressed and turn off

automatically... the iclicker requires pressing the on/off button (it will auto turn off but it takes a
little while) and there is lag before a response can be sent.

· The regular Turning response card is nice because of its additional red/green LED indicator and

intuitive channel setting that neither the nxt or iclicker have.”

Pilots: Four Physics sections; three instructors; i<clicker2, Turning NXT, Qwizdom Q4.  All three are
experienced Qwizdom users; one with the Mac version of Actionpoint.  We were not able to use
Qwizdom Q6 in the pilot because the Q6 remotes that we received have faulty firmware and we were
advised by Qwizdom not to use them until they repaired the flaws.  

i>clicker and Turning users agreed that these products are more reliable and easier to use than Qwizdom. 
They agreed that either system will work effectively for Physics courses, including the need for alpha-
numeric questions.  The Turning instructor used an optional iPad application in class to control and
monitor the response system data and regards this as an excellent option.  

Without clear deficient for either system, both instructors chose Turning as their preferred system
because of its greater range of options.

Accessibility: Disability Access Services (DAS) was given complete sets of i<clicker2, Turning NXT,
and Qwizdom Q6.  They report:

“TurningPoint appears to be much more inclusive and capable of providing one option
that works for every student. Their statements are definitely stronger too about their
commitment.”

“The LCD display is concerning in i<clicker, if they haven’t provided text to speech
options and a headphone jack for students with visual impairments to be able to interact
with the screen then this would be a non-starter for me. Their statements about LCD
displays seem to direct contradict their decision to include LCD now. Seems like that
could be a negative for all students.”
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Turning has a student remote specifically designed for to support the visually impaired.
http://www.turningtechnologies.com/studentresponsesystems/accessibility
TAC will keep several of these in-shop in order to respond rapidly to isolated needs.  DAS and TAC will
provide training/support for students.

Student Survey: A student survey was conducted in four Physics courses acting as pilots for
i<clicker, Turning NXT, and Qwizdom Q4 as control.  589 students participated. Our primary
findings with respect to the students that we polled are:

• Most students prefer whichever clicker they are currently using.

• Most students, close to 2/3, value clickers as positive impact on their learning.

• Those who did not value clickers are correlated with the number of difficulties they experienced
in using the response system.

Instructor Survey: An instructor survey, sent to 92 response system users, was conducted in the last
three weeks of the Spring 2011 term.  28 respondents replies. Our primary findings with respect to the
instructors that responded are:

• Instructors who use clickers view them as valuable to their teaching and to student learning.  

• The majority of respondents are comfortable leaving the transition decision to TAC so long as
they are fully supported in the transition.

• 89% of clicker using instructors are very satisfied with the support that they now receive.

• The factors that instructors value are consistent with the criteria that we are operating from.

Inference: Students will continue to be satisfied so long as we choose a system that works well
and is cost effective.  As we implement a more reliable system than we have been using,
Qwizdom, we will increase the satisfaction level of students overall.  This inference is a main
point to test in future assessments.

Inference: As we move to a more reliable system with greater ease of use for instructors and
enhanced teaching models, we will increase instructor valuation with clickers as a teaching
tool; i.e. to increase the 28.5% Strongly Agree response. This inference is a main point to seek
out in future assessments.
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Faculty Development: In my opinion, the dividing line between i<clicker and Turning  is in design
philosophy.  i<clicker offers ease of use for everyone and they have attained that.   i<clicker achieves
ease of use by applying a five button multiple-choice model. i<clicker has one presentation mode which
floats independent of any other program such that one may run the system over anything that a screen can
display. They also apply smart design and instructions for the users.  i<clicker is working to add more
options to their tool set, which will surely make the system more complex and interesting. i<clicker is a
reliable and usable tool set that would surely work well at OSU.  If i<clicker were the choice, TAC
remains committed to providing robust support for teaching/learning uses and technical help.  

Turning offers instructors choices from an basic to sophisticated.  The student remote is more complex
(alphanumeric buttons like a cell phone).  The instructor has a choice between two presentation modes.
Turning Point Anywhere which floats independent of any other program such that one may run the
system over anything that a screen can display Turning Point which runs as part of a PowerPoint
presentation.  The Turning Point software which uses PowerPoint is the most sophisticated that we have
seen with features that are well geared for higher education.  Turning  is a more complex set of options
which will create more need for support from TAC and CTL.  Turning  has an ambitious development
plan with aims of stronger integration (i.e. beyond PowerPoint for the Turning Point software) and an
educational research program. 

' Hopes and fears
We asked instructors: What are your hopes and fears in adopting a new response system?

Learning a new system: The most commonly voiced fear concerned the time needed and stress created in
learning and changing over to a new system.  That is a reasonable concern.  The success of this process

led by TAC will be determined by whether
instructors feel that the transition worked for
them, not that they worked for it.  My response
to this concern is in several parts.  

First, the change of system is inevitable because
Qwizdom is changing.  We will not be able to
support the Q4 beyond the next year.  The Q6 is
a significant change with new software and
hardware.  We are all faced with learning a new

response system.  

Second, as is our custom, TAC staff attend every
course that uses clickers on the first day that they
will be used.  This is to support the instructor and
help students login.  In 2010-2011 this was about

 “I would not want to spend time learning
a new interface or using something that
took time away from concentrating on my
teaching. Technology is supposed to
make things easier, not to create work. If
a clicker system was more work than the
one I currently use, I would not be
inclined to use it.”

TAC will dedicate full resources to assist in

conversion and editing, as well as training

materials, webinars.  We will be there in your
classroom to assist real-time.  Our model
for this transition will be to support you
learning by doing; to flatten the curve.
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thirty different course sections per term. We continue to show up until the instructor and class feel self-
sufficient.

Third, Our pilot instructors implemented Turning NXT and i<clicker2 in S2011 with minimal prior
training and experience.  They both were very experienced with Qwizdom.  Both found the new tools to
be direct to set up and intuitive to use, even though we were not using the LMS interface.  

Fourth, I am confident that instructors will find Turning a major improvement over Qwizdom.  At
present, creating a class list and posting results on Blackboard, or even a spreadsheet, is effort that must
be done before and after class.  It is an error prone process.  Turning’s integration with Blackboard (and
other LMS) eliminates the before and after class management of data.  For this and other reasons I
believe that instructors will experience a net savings in time and a be able to concentrate on their
teaching rather than manipulating a program.

Development time: The prospect of re-developing 30 sets of slides with multiple questions is
undesirable.  Worse, it is an opportunity for errors which would impact performance in class.  

We can fix this.  Turning offers a transition package that includes slide migration from Qwizdom to
TurningAnywhere and TurningPoint.  Our objective is to get all Qwizdom instructor slides this summer,
to have them converted, so that instructors may then edit as they wish using Turning software.  We will
also test all converted slides to make sure that they work before the Fall 2011 term.
 
Cost to students: Instructors worry that students will bear the costs of the transition and that a system
with online registration of student remotes will incur additional charges.  This has been a long-standing

concern and some instructors choose not to use a
response-system because of it.  There are
approximately 14,000 Qwizdom Q4 remotes in
the student population.  There will be costs to
students who own a Q4 and must now buy a

different model, unless OSU provides transition
support to students who turn in a Q4. The key
point, however is this: Qwizdom’s Q6 is more
expensive.  Turning NXT is less expensive than
Q6.  We will negotiate with Turning a transition plan which will include a buy-back in which Turning
NXT is discounted on trade-in of a Q4.  So, there will be costs to Q4 owners, but overall we are moving
to a more cost-effective system for students.  In the next year we must look for ways to further mitigate
the costs of response system technology for students.

Turning’s cost model is: no charges to the
student beyond the purchase of the remote.

“There is no savings in using a system
that requires students to pay money to
register on line.”
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Owned clicker sets: Some Departments and Extension Stations own sets of Q4 remotes.  We will find out
who you are and work to negotiate a favorable transition to Turning.  We will seek out any internal
resources possible to assist in that action.

Usability and Reliability: Ease of use and up-time are critical to reducing wasted class time.  In our pilot

course surveys we asked students to respond to the claim; “It has been easy for me to use clickers
(response system) in this class.”  91% of the students using Turning NXT agreed with that claim. 
Impressively, 99% of the i<clicker pilot users agreed with that claim.  There is no doubt that i<clicker
excels at ease of use for students.  All of this was without the benefit of training in the use of the clickers
as TAC normally does for Qwizdom users.  From experience I am certain that we will increase the
overall student ease of use through focused training and support.  We will ceaselessly seek to increase
ease-of-use for instructors while expanding their teaching options.  Fundamental to all of this is
reliability.  TAC is prepared to offer immediate support anytime. We will negotiate the most robust
service model from Turning as best suits OSU conditions.

LMS Integration: Commonly noted by instructors is the need for integration of the response system with
the Blackboard learning management system (LMS).  They are addressing the fact that with our current
system the tasks of creating participant lists (by which the response system tracks students) and managing
results data are tedious and error prone tasks. Most of TACs support for Qwizdom users at present
involves these issues.  Data is lost every term and even in the best of cases, instructors spend hours
setting up the system and getting results credited and to students.  We can do much better than this. 
Turning provides a LMS integration utility that the OSU Blackboard administrator has agreed to install. 
This integration will provide the following enhancements, none of which we have at present.   

The Blackboard class roster (which is created by Banner enrollments) will act as the Turning participant
list. Instructors will be able to download class rosters and load participant lists dynamically from the
classroom computer.  This will be faster at the start of class, will require no pre-class preparation, and
will dynamically update as enrollments change through the term.

When class is done the instructor can use the LMS integration application to upload session data and
scores into the Blackboard Grade Center. 

Instructors can communicate clicker session results to students via emailed reports from the LMS
integration application.

Respondus is a test creation tool supported at OSU.  Respondus output can be imported into Blackboard
to be used as online tests.  Respondus output can also be printed to paper.  Turning integrates with
Respondus, which means that one set of questions can be used both in-class via clickers and online via
Blackboard.  This opens some very interesting potentials for learning activities.  Moreover, paper-based
tests that can be completed using clickers opens potentials for faster turn-around of test results and
evaluations.
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TAC supports faculty use of Blackboard as well as the response system.  We will be able to train to and
support these integration functions efficiently. 
We are enthused at the prospect of teaching
effective uses of well-integrated tools.

Strong Support: The most frequently expressed
instructional need is for strong, individualized
support.   

I have attended hundreds of class sessions in the
support of instructors and students.  It is
enlightening to see first-hand how much an
instructor must do just to give a 50 minute lecture
in today’s classroom.  Many of these classes are
200 students or 30 or more.  Most of the classes
in Milam 025, which holds up to 712 students,
use clickers.  

Such instructors field an incredible number of issues to make it all work.  I am proud that TAC is able to
offer quality, individualized support to our hard-working colleagues.  We are choosing to transition to a
response system that will be more reliable, easier to use, stronger to support, and more powerful to teach
and learn with.  TAC is adding two full time positions, a third GTA, and additional undergraduate
positions.  This will allow us to increase our response system support.  
TAC’s collaboration with the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) we will be able to offer more and
more diverse opportunities to learn advanced strategies for clicker use.  Clickers are an exceptionally
successful instructional technology at OSU.  The main reason is because 90 instructors and extension
agents put their creativity and hard work into using clickers for added value.  Credit is also due to the
majority of students who are serious about learning and so participate earnestly via clickers in class.  It is
a privilege to support those people and their efforts.  This is an exciting time for us as we transition to a
response system that we are confident will improve faculty and student experience.  

My Conclusion: I believe that Turning  NXT is the reliable, supportable, flexible, powerful,
compatible, and cost effective choice for OSU's response system future.  I am committed to
providing robust support for creative teaching/learning models as well as tool use for the entire
OSU teaching/learning and extended community.  TAC will use this assessment process as a
basis for conducting regular assessments and establishing metrics for strategic action in the
future.

Jon Dorbolo, Associate Director, TAC, 541.737.3811

“My concern is the learning curve. After 6
terms with Qwizdom, I am comfortable
with the device. Learning a new system
for the Fall term can be stressful
because there are LOTS of issue during
Fall term – generally new materials all
across the board.  But I know I can count
on support from the TAC staff so that
eases the anxiety.”

“Keep doing what you are doing. These
clickers are the most positive change I
have seen in education both in the
classroom and in outreach in the last 30
years.”

My promise:  TAC has your back!
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